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João Vasco Paiva (b.1979, Coimbra, Portugal) is a Hong Kong-based artist who observes the complex 
and continuously shifting characteristics of objects and spaces. Interested in semantics – the visual 
language each structure, perimeter and component may possess – Paiva examines the particular lexicon of 
constructed, detruded or neglected units, systematically documenting, analysing and abstracting them to 
compose a process-driven composition that is simultaneously an artwork. At the heart of Paiva’s practice 
is an interest in deciphering the constructed sum of human activities, and using modes of production and 
fabrication to peel the intricate layers that comprise the structures of contemporary life. 

A graduate from the Porto Arts Institute, João Vasco Paiva moved to Hong Kong in 2006 to complete a 
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Media. Upon graduation with distinction in 2008, Paiva set to create works 
in multiple mediums, which consistently explore how urban spaces may serve as catalysts for aesthetic 
production. While Paiva’s work is intrinsically tied to Hong Kong, his work resounds with dense urban 
environments around the globe: it suggests that cities, regardless of location, share certain visual and 
physical characteristics that, following a process of documentation and abstraction, may be reduced to 
readable and informative truths. 

At the core of Paiva’s practice is therefore an interest in deconstructing complex urban environments to 
create a set of identifiable codes: a universal urban alphabet, one may say. The aim of Paiva’s artistic process 
thus extends beyond mere simplification; it is about identifying a common language that reverberates both 
on a local urban level as well as on an international cosmopolitan level; it is about unveiling a linguistic 
system, which is shared by multiple countries and is intrinsic to our current age of hyper-modernity. 

INTRODUCTION

Paiva’s previous solo exhibition Palimpseptic (2011), for example, presented a series of works, which set 
to provide an understanding of everyday commuter’s use of Hong Kong’s rail system. At the heart of the 
exhibition was an installation of turnstiles, which moved to the frequency of passenger use, and oscillated in 
frequency depending on the time of day. This ghost-like system was supplemented by videos and paintings 
that reduced human crowds and their motions to blocks of colour, thereby converting the largely illegible 
into an algorithmic rendering, which could equally be used to understand the workings of the metro in Paris, 
the underground in London or the subway in New York. 

João Vasco Paiva is considered one of Hong Kong’s leading emerging contemporary artists and has been 
exhibited widely in museums as well as galleries from Hong Kong and Portugal to the UK, Australia, Hungary 
and New York. Recently, Paiva presented a solo exhibition at Museu Nacional de Arte Contemporânea do 
Chiado, Lisbon and a citywide public project with Media Art Asia Pacific (MAAP), which coincided with 
the opening of the 8th Asia Pacific Triennial (APT8) in Brisbane, Australia. In 2015, he was selected for the 
Encounters section of Art Basel Hong Kong by Alexie Glass-Kantor. Prior to that, he completed a residency 
at Lichtenberg Studios, Berlin and was part of a group exhibition at the Witte de With, Rotterdam as well as a 
travelling exhibition at Artsonje, Seoul and OCT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shanghai. Furthermore, he held 
a major solo exhibition at the Orient Foundation in Macau as well as Counter Space, Zurich. Finally, Paiva 
is the recipient of multiple awards, including the Hong Kong Emerging Artist Grant and the International 
Artist Support Grant awarded by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Portugal. His work is held in the 
permanent collection of the Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
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Aquatopia 

The Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art (CFCCA), Manchester, UK
, ,

06.07.2018 - 07.10.2018



‘Aquatopia’ is an exhibition about water and water scarcity, featuring the work of six artists from China, 
Hong Kong and the UK, including: Kingsley Ng; Lucy+Jorge Orta; Joao Vasco Paiva; Chen Qiulin; Liu Shiyuan 
and Liu Yujia. Curated by Marianna Tsionski (Research Curator, CFCCA & Universtiy of Salford), it is part of 
CFCCA’s  ‘A Season for Change’.

Water is a natural element, an inorganic compound essential to life, a universal symbol of purity. It unceasingly 
changes shapes and transforms itself while it constitutes the major component of every living organism 
and eco-system. Through a mixture of participatory art works and new media works ‘Aquatopia’ creates a 
place for engaging and reflecting on water - what it means to our communities and our environments, and 
the impact of water scarcity and water pollution from different global perspectives.

Through present urgencies and future imaginaries six artists from China, Hong Kong and the UK explore 
ways contemporary art can provide an alternative platform for addressing pressing realities and imminent 
disasters. At the intersection between fantasy and critical observation, different artistic positions examine 
matters of scarcity, pollution, uncontrolled development and effects of climate change; ultimately imagination 
and reality are tightly intertwined with each other.

Horizon is a playful installation by artist Kingsley Ng, which invites visitors to share water and collectively 
create a symbolic horizon on a set of communicating bottles. Water Fountain by Lucy+Jorge Orta is a 
sculptural installation that evokes the cylce of gathering, purifying and distributing water, a visualisation 
of a low-cost solution to problems arising from water pollution. Elsewhere in Green Island, bags and water 
containers cast in cement lie amid a swathe of sand; in this installation Joao Vasco Paiva focuses on the 
impact that urban development has had on the natural environment and resources.

One of the leading figures in China’s younger generation of artists Chen Qiulin exhibits Empty City, exploring 
the social impact of China’s rapid urbanisation; in a series of photographs she documents the return to her 
home town Wanzhau, on the Yangtze River. The entire population of the town was relocated following the 
Three Gorges Damn Project, the resulting images are both personal and socially relevant.

Other new media works come from artists Liu Shiyuan and Liu Jujia. The Edge of Vision, or the Edge of 
the Earth bu Liu Shiyuan is a film of synthetic futuristic representations depicting a watery earth and an 
uncanny procession of people mourning for humanity’s uncertain future. Liu Yujia’s Wave poetically depicts 
the ebb and flow of tides, triggering a contemplative oceanic feeling but also warning for climate change 
oceanic anomolies, as it lets the sublime power of the water speak for itself.

 - Text from CFCCA
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Installation view at Aquatopia, 2018
The Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art (CFCCA), Manchester, UK
Image courtesy of CFCCA and the artist
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Installation view at Aquatopia, 2018
The Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art (CFCCA), Manchester, UK
Image courtesy of CFCCA and the artist
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Untitled - Eden

2018

Concrete

52 x 26 cm each
52 x 26

Installation view at Aquatopia, 2018
 The Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art (CFCCA), Manchester, UK

Image courtesy of CFCCA and the artist
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Bold Tendenceis 12th Summer Programme
Art-Orchestral Music-Opera-Architecture

Bold Tendencies, Peckham, London
Bold Tendencies, ,

18.05.2018 - 22.09.2018



‘Home 2.0’ (2018) is an installation by João Vasco Paiva stretching across the rooftop of Bold Tendencies, a 
converted car park in Peckham, London overlooking the urban skyline, its varying states of historicity and 
construction populating the distance. Selected as one of the organisation’s 2018 art commissions focusing 
on ecology, ‘Home 2.0’ is a meditation on mankind and the trappings of our evolutionary paradigm. From the 
exterior, it resembles a derelict one storey abode typical of the south of Europe, its skeletal outlines jutting 
at varying levels, creating a structure that is both architecture and landscape. Weaving inside and viewed 
from above one remarks that the interior references a maze, ‘Home 2.0’ existing as the fruit of organic design, 
as the first inhabited areas were before urban planning. Composed of cob block and organic material, the 
structure borrows the vernacular of practices common in different geographies, from the United Kingdom, 
to Central America, North Africa and East Asia, whilst slight revelations of reused plastic debris point to 
humanity’s own hand in the creation and evolution of matter.

Adapting the lexicon of archaic agglomerations of houses, old villages or parts of towns sharing natural 
spatial distributions, ‘Home 2.0’ points to how we have not evolved much, physically, in the last 200,000 
years. Whether perceived as a ruin or an unfinished construction, or a ruin of an unfinished construction, 
Paiva nods to humanity’s repeated efforts for domestic space, to create a home, shelter, but equally how 
its existence or ruin makes the cityscape, whether a place in economic prosperity, financial crisis or struck 
by war. Via this oscillating constant, the installation creates ground to identify how we have developed, 
primarily, intellectually: how we think, what we’ve created, discovered, how we extend our own evolution but 
equally carry responsibility for our impact. ‘Home 2.0’ points to a primordial past, to a violent present, and to 
a not so unimaginable future – to both the ephemerality and permanence of form.

In approaching the structure it further reveals itself, the brushed surfaces giving way to slithers of straw, 
pebbles, rock. In parts there are shards of plastic, a nod to our own creations and subsequent waste, but 
equally how it can be regenerated, reused. Casting different shadows throughout the day depending on 
the position of the sun, the structure shifts in zones of warmth, tonality, adapting to its environment, taking 
on a presence and personality of its own; sound is slightly muffled, channelled by the walls and passages. 
‘Home 2.0’ in its height and physical properties surrounds the viewer in a manner that is at once protecting, 
intriguing and isolating from external stimuli – a cocooned encounter. Moving through there is a sense of 
suspension, a sensed meeting with our future archeology, as if one is uncovering or indeed discovering an 
edifice of the past that references in its intrinsic granular properties the current traces we will leave.

‘Home 2.0’ is at once a comment on the universality of building shelter as well as a reminder on the inevitability 
of destruction and decay. It is about the act of ‘making’: how man and earth come together to construct, but 
equally how man-made elements are part of our creations and indicators of our labour. Crucially, through 
its limited physical existence, it acknowledges cyclicality, a matter of coming and going, both in terms of 
topographic existence but also human existence, whilst hinting to the importance of ‘sense’, a property that 
outlives the structure itself – an impermanent permanence.

Created in partnership with Bold Tendencies and estudio b.
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Home 2.0, 2018
2.0, 2018

Installation view at Bold Tendencies, Peckham, London, UK
 Bold Tendencies, ,

Image courtesy of Bold Tendencies and the artist 
Bold Tendencies
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 HORS LES MURS, FIAC 2017 
Tuileries Garden 

18.10.2017 - 22.10.2017



Taman Creatures 
2017 

Lava rock 
180 x 75 x 75 cm

Tackling the differences or indeed common ground between art sacra and entertainment, Taman Creatures consists 
of replicas of two sculptures found in the abandoned Taman Festival Park in East Bali, which closed its doors in 2000. 
Originally carved as frogs out of mediocre material, the statues rapidly devolved into a state of semi-destruction. 
Replicated using Batu Candi stones, which in Bahasa means “temple stone” - a dark coloured lava rock that was 
initially used to build Hindu temples and shrines in the Indonesian archipelago - Paiva explores and documents the 
aesthetic qualities of the modern ruin whilst building a dialogue on what remains for posterity in current society.
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Taman Creatures 
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Lava rock 
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Inatallation View 

Taman Creatures 
2017 
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Tuileries Garden 

Lava rock 

180 x 75 x 75 cm



Standard Kitchen 
2017

Lava rock 
383 x 616 x 215 cm

Addressing the notion of an archeology of the present, Paiva presents an enigmatic life-size replica 
of a modular kitchen that encourages interaction. In taking the structure outside of its domestic or 
hospitality context and into the public realm, Paiva addresses our existent relationship with ordinary 
spaces, especially those that have a custom of bringing people together. Paiva collaborated with 
artisans in east Bali who still use the traditional method of carving large Batu Candi stones. As such, the 
installation follows from Paiva’s interest in unfolding the structures of contemporary life, whilst placing 
particular emphasis on the constructed sum of human activities from the ordained to the ordinary.



Standard Kitchen 
2017 

Hors Les Murs 
Tuileries Garden 

Lava rock 

383 x 616 x 215 cm



Standard Kitchen 
2017 

Hors Les Murs 
Tuileries Garden 

Lava rock 

383 x 616 x 215 cm



(Detail) Standard Kitchen 
2017 

Hors Les Murs 
Tuileries Garden 

Lava rock 

383 x 616 x 215 cm



 Green Island

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong 

22.09.2016 - 22.10.2016



A soft  track envelops the space with the distant lullaby of Hawaiian slide guitar; a stream of warm yellow 
light seeps through a series of translucent panels; ordinary objects from water bottles to cement bags, 
fossilised in concrete, rest carefully on an extended bed of sand. Edouard Malingue Gallery is pleased to 
present ‘Green Island’, an immersive solo exhibition by João Vasco Paiva (b. 1979) that takes land cityscapes 
as a starting point to deconstruct various states of ambivalence: framed ideals of the urbanised versus the 
natural, the push and pull between construction and eventual dereliction.

At the heart of the exhibition is its title, ‘Green Island’, which refers to a cement brand, produced in Hong 
Kong, yet established as a company in the early 20th century on an island brandishing the same name in 
Macao (Ilha Verde). Paiva uses this title as a point of departure, reflecting visually on the irony of the words 
in the context of the city’s framework, whilst using the material itself to mount a dis- course on the urban 
dialectic. Channelling this are the centrally-placed sets of sculptures: casted water bottles and cement 
bags. Beyond their literal, medium- based association with the exhibition name, they nod to a city’s growth 
near water sources, its construction and social productivity. Equally, through their careful arrangement, they 
engage the force of gravity, the delicate balance between placement and fall, acknowledging the cycle of 
creation and collapse.

Between the sculptures, a bed of sand creates a non-flat surface for the viewing of the works, engaging 
visitors to physically engage with the exhibition context. Building on the actuality or fiction of the setting, 
‘Studies for a Possible Green Is- land’ (2016), presents a series of collages on millimetric paper, which 
combine photographs of different geographic locations, principally Lamma Island, where Paiva lives and 
travels from daily - with line drawings of items ranging from rocks to debris, all found either on Ilha Verde, 
Lamma Island or Lichtenberg in Berlin. Centring further on urban environments, ‘The Highways Department 
Colour Book’ (2016) comprises a collection of the technical drawings required to build and design all the 
components of Hong Kong’s public spaces. Presented together as a colouring book, some pages of which 
have been filled out by Paiva but others pur- posely not, the work lends a playful twist to the defiance of 
protocol whilst provid- ing an escape, from stress, from contexts, akin to the youthful act of classroom 
doodling.

Building on the dichotomy between creation and breakdown is the work ‘Pallet’ (2016), based 
on the corner of a broken cargo tray. Widely used in markets, the piece is associated with social 
exchange, marked by consumption; in its in- complete state, broken due to excess items, the 
work indicates exaggeration or abundance. Additionally, through its process of creation and the 
materials used - 3D scanning and subsequent reproduction in aluminium - ‘Pallet’ references 
actual building and constructs. In the context of Hong Kong, the surrounding physical works 
in the exhibition and the distant hum pervading the space (Mike Cooper’s ‘Ho’omanau nui’) [1], 
‘Pallet’ adds a further angle to the fabric of the exhibition, aligning it, evermore clearly, with a 
consideration of present day ruins, both visual and out of sight.

Ultimately, ‘Green Island’, as described by Paiva, “presents itself as a ruin of the present day, 
a post-human landscape, where its features are objects that carry in themselves the traces of 
mankind - mankind as a component/factor of time.” [2] Highlighting that “the present is already 
a ruin if we remove the people” [3] from urban settings to natural landscapes, Paiva exposes a 
cyclical conundrum in that the states of ambivalence, the push and pull between materials and 
places, which lead to construction and ruin, are created by man - yet - without him, the ruin is 
already in and of itself.

      
[1] Mike Cooper, ‘Ho’omanau nui’, part of the Rayon Ula album recognised by Prix Ars Electronica 
in 2005
[2] Interview, 2016
[3] Interview, 2016



Studies for a possible Green Island, 2016

The Highways Department Colour Book, 
2016

Pallet ,2016

Ho’omanau nui  [1]
Mana

[2]  [3]

[1] Ho’omanau nui Rayon Ula 2015
[2] 2016
[3] 2016



Installation view



Installation view



The Highways Department Colouring Book, 2016

Colour pencil on transfer paper

20.5 x 14 x 15 cm



Study for a Green Island I, 2016

Collage

75 x 103 x 1.9 cm

Study for a Green Island II, 2016

Collage

75 x 103 x 1.9 cm



Installation view



Untitled - Container, 2016

Concrete

Dimensions variable



Installation view



Pallet, 2016

Aluminium

50 x 40 x 12.5 cm



Green Island Cement Factory 1, 2016

Concrete, lacquer

54 x 40 x 18.5 cm



Untitled - Container, 2016

Concrete

49.5 x 26.5 cm diameter



Green Island Cement Factory 2, 2016

Concrete, lacquer

64 x 40 x 10 cm 



Installation view



Untitled - Container, 2016

Concrete

Dimensions variable



Ripple, 2016

Plexiglass

170 x 99.5 x 1.5 cm each



Green Island Cement Factory 3, 2016

Concrete, pigment

54 x 40 x 18.5 cm



Green Island Cement Factory 4, 2016

Concrete, pigment

Black: 38.5 x 49.5 x 27.5 cm
: 38.5 x 49.5 x 27.5 
White: 62 x 40 x 10 cm

: 62 x 40 x 10 



Untitled - Sunday I, 2016

Lacquer and varnish on cement resin

140 x 70 x 2.5 cm



Untitled - Sunday II, 2016

Lacquer and varnish on cement resin

103 x 80 x 2 cm



Untitled - Sunday III, 2016

Lacquer and varnish on cement resin

83 x 113 x 3.8 cm



Untitled - Container, 2016

Concrete

49.5 x 26.5 cm diameter



Green Island Cement Factory 5, 2016

Concrete, pigment

34.5 x 56 x 22 cm



Installation view



 Benches, Stairs, Ramps, Ledges, Ground

Jacob Lewis Gallery

06.05.2016 - 04.06.2016



Benches, Stairs, Ramps, Ground serves as a meditation on the object as landscape through a modernist 
lens. Developed during a two-month residency in New York, Paiva’s new body of sculptural work dwells in 
the idea of the playground. Made of industrial materials, the work draws on the formal qualities of urban 
furniture such as park benches, hand rails and staircases. Skateboarding is used as a tool to draw, mold and 
destroy the pictorial. Paiva simulates degradation on the sculptures by applying satellite images of the earth 
as texture, and then allowing skaters to act upon the materials as they might in a city park. The abstracted 
landscape gets obscured and reshaped by the action.

The misuse of the urban terrain and its furniture leads to the fabrication of skate parks with similar 
features. The skate park is the planned antidote for a practice in which the main goal was to discover 
performative qualities in the geography of the city. The unknown and unpredictable behavior is confined 
to a controlled environment. A fabricated objectified landscape that is perceived through movement rather 
than contemplation.

The artist draws inspiration from the writings of Michel de Certeau and Iain Border, questioning how one 
usurps his or her quotidian surroundings for alternative means.

Michel de Certeau Lain Border
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PASIAGEM/OBJETO UM, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

72” x 12” x 12”



PASIAGEM/OBJETO AI, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

72” x 48”



PASIAGEM/OBJETO LB/MRC, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

60 ” x 48”



[Left] PASIAGEM/OBJETO WA, 2016

Cured ink print on oak

22” x 58”, 48” x 60”, 22” x 58”

[Right] PASIAGEM/OBJETO ARG1, 2016

Cured ink print on oak

 24” x 73”, 76” x 48”, 76” x 48”



Installation View



[Left] PAISAGEM/OBJETO ARG2, 2016

Cured ink print on oak

48” X 48” X 12“

[Right] PAISAGEM/OBJETO BR/ICL, 2016
PAISAGEM/OBJETO IR, 2016

Cured ink print on oak

72” x 12” x 12”, 72” x 8” x 3” 
60” x 12” x 12”



PAISAGEM/OBJETO AND

2016

Cured ink print on oak 

74” x 48”



Installation View



Installation View



PASIAGEM/OBJETO TM, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

72” x 12” x 12”

PASIAGEM/OBJETO PT, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

48” x 48” x 12” 



PASIAGEM/OBJETO BL, 2016

Cured ink print on oak 

60” x 48” x 22”



 Cargo

Museu Nacional de Arte Contemporânea - Museu do Chiado 

16.01.2016 - 21.02.2016



“The setup of initial coordinates dictates unpredictable outputs, scale makes the difference, traveling 
becomes going from point A to point B, production is veiled from point A to point B. Morphing objects, 
morphing land, the earth spins, objects travel, materials shift, weather changes, terraform, unknown places, 
unknown methods, unknown processes. Leaving the unknown unknown, preserving chance, preserving 
mystery. Landscape requires distance to be perceived, organic perception, organic knowledge. organic 
production. unknown agents, unknown machines, unknown journey, from point A to point B. Spaceship 
Earth. “
 
Generally speaking, cities are territories of rhetoric, places with memory that produce a discourse of identity. 
The tendency towards development induces to population increase and to a concomitant evolution of 
means of communication and the flow of people, a path which – according to Marc Augé’s anthropological 
interpretation – leads to supermodernity, which, in turn, ‘produces non-places’.

Thus “a space which cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-
place”.[1] The spaces in question are public spaces, places that are passed through, in which ephemeral 
occupation is experienced individually in a register that is transitory and ‘silently’ detached from the 
collective. It is a fact that, in large contemporary metropolises, these ‘non-places’ tend to proliferate.

Hong Kong is a metropolis with a complex, dense and hybrid identity, in which western and eastern values 
blend together in a distinct, mutant model that is unique in China. This city was João Vasco Paiva’s destination, 
in 2006, for a temporary artistic research project. However, it has now been his place of residence for nearly 
a decade.

As João Vasco Paiva observes: “There is a lack of private space in Hong Kong and people’s lives are mostly on 
the streets”. [2] The ‘non-places’ such as railway stations, ferry terminals, airports, “car parks and the backs 
of skyscrapers, are taken for granted by residents, yet they have captured the attention of the artist” [3] who 
has developed “an interest in deconstructing complex urban environments to create a set of identifiable 
codes”.[4] Hong Kong’s capitalist economy, notable for being one of the most liberal in the world, makes this 
city an important financial centre, a prime stage for world commerce and a place of constant departures 
and arrivals.

João Vasco Paiva has developed a process of analysing, identifying and deconstructing existing semantics 
based not only on the concepts, but also the materials, signs and symbols associated with these ‘complex 
urban environments’. This process has proved to be a catalyst for a new aesthetic perspective and the driver 
of artistic production.

The project devised by João Vasco Paiva for the last solo exhibition in the Echoes on the Wall series is based 
on the concept of the journey, of transport, of interstitial moments between departures and arrivals, in 
conjunction with various urban materials such as acrylic, polystyrene/styrofoam, carbon paper and dental 
stone. Two and three dimensional objects, constructed by João Vasco Paiva using these materials, are placed 
in an unusual situation for pieces intended for an artistic project: after being haphazardly wrapped (some 
of them in carbon paper) the objects are sent as non-standard baggage, from Hong Kong to Lisbon, with a 
stopover in Dubai airport. They are left to chance, to their fate, on an invisible journey, far from any protection 
or control.

The project’s core concept is the encryption of the journey on the body of the objects themselves. The 
knocks and damage they will inevitably incur ‘in transit’ through ‘non- places’, will be marked or registered 
on the objects, giving them a new identity. In the words of Gilles Deleuze: “It is never the beginning or the 
end that are interesting. What is interesting is the middle”. [5]

By being placed on the wall at the entrance to MNAC, these objects acquire a new status and an interrelation 
that triggers the process of decoding their history, of discovering meanings. It thus becomes possible to move 
beyond the banality of the denotative state and arrive at the singularity of the connotative representation. 
In other words, the objects are released from the objective language of their initial state, bound to the literal 
sense of concrete reality, and attain a subjective and abstract dimension, with an emotional charge that 
evokes various associated ideas. By altering the relationship between the signifiers and what they represent, 
the artist generates a new semantics.

- Adelaide Ginga

[1] Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, translated by John Howe, Verso, London, 1995, pp. 77-78.
[2] Zoe Li (21/05/2013). ‘INTERVIEW: João Vasco Paiva Frames Hong Kong’s Non- Places’. Blouin Art Info. Accessed 15/12/2014.
[3] Idem.
[4] Biography of João Vasco Paiva on Edouard Malingue Gallery Website. Edouard Ma- lingue Gallery Website. Accessed 15/12/2014.
[5] Gilles Deleuze, Claire Parnet, Dialogues, Columbia University Press, New York, 2007, p. 39.
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Installation View



EK941467, 2016

Plexiglass and print on vinyl



EK941470, 2016

High density foam and label



[Left] EK941469, 2016

Dental Stone Gypsum and print on Vinyl

[Right] EK941471, 2016 

Balsa, Walnut, high density foam and Label 



[Left] EK941468, 2016

Transfer Ink and Ink jet on paper

[Right] EK941469, 2016 

Dental Stone Gypsum and print on Vinyl



 Unlimited

MAAP - Media Art Asia Pacific

19.11.2015 - 28.02.2016



João Vasco Paiva’s first major solo show and city wide public installation in Brisbane, Australia with 
Media Art Asia Pacific (MAAP). Coinciding with the opening weekend of the 8th Asia Pacific Triennial 
(APT8) in Brisbane, Paiva will present at MAAP Space an installation around his recent film work 
‘Unlimited’, 2014. Extending beyond the gallery, Paiva will also unveil a public project that extends 
between seven distinct City Cat piers along the Brisbane River. 

The project at MAAP Space will present the two-channel video, Unlimited, 2014 alongside various 
paintings that relate to the film. A recent work, Unlimited presents an immersive experience through 
the simultaneous screening of a digitally rendered expansive ocean and a mesmerising sequence of 
abstract geometric maritime communication flags. Unlimited, first exhibited at the Orient Foundation, 
Macau was inspired by Fernao Mendes Pinto’s journey from Europe to Asia in the 17th century; a 
maritime explorer and prolific writer, Pinto described his voyages from Portugal across the oceans to 
Goa, Malacca and many places in South East Asia in a naive, near-anthropological manner that leant 
towards a fiction of the exotic. 

Extending into the public sphere and developing on the notion of a narrative, Paiva will also present 
distinct installations at seven separate City Cat ferry terminals along the Brisbane River, each created 
using the naval communication flags introduced by ‘Unlimited’. A response to Joseph Conrad’s novel 
‘Heart of Darkness’, in particular the narrator’s conflicted relationship with the undulating unknown, 
Paiva recreates select sentences from the book at each pier, solely employing the visual language of 
the maritime flags, which each correspond to a letter or sign. As such, Paiva weaves digital imagery, 
language and literature, to build a dialogue around the barriers of what you know, whilst initiating a new 
approach to experiencing the surrounding shores and land. 

2014 Unlimited
7 City Cat

Unlimited 2014 Unlimited

Unlimited Fernao 
Mendes Pinto

City Cat 
Joseph Conrad



Unlimited, 2014

Single channel video 

15 mins

https://vimeo.com/98023781



Installation View



[Left] Unlimited, 2015

Watercolour, salt water on canvas

25.5 x 25.5 cm

[Right] Unlimited, 2015 

Watercolour, salt water on canvas

25.5 x 25.5 cm



Installation View
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 Mausoleum

Art Basel Hong Kong Encounters Section

13.03.2015 - 17.03.2015



Edouard Malingue Gallery is pleased to present in the Encounters section of Art Basel Hong Kong a structural 
installation by the emerging Hong Kong-based artist, João Vasco Paiva (b. 1979) who observes the complex 
and continuously shifting characteristics of objects and spaces. The proposed structure combines these 
artistic concerns by presenting Paiva’s visualisation of the contemporary mausoleum, which instead of 
historical blocks, has been created by the careful stacking of market place styrofoam boxes cast in stone 
resin. By virtue of the structure’s form, material and resonance, Paiva elevates the commonplace and extends 
its meaning beyond the ordinary towards the mythical. Moreover, the structure probes viewers to reflect 
upon the fundaments of our society, what as a civilization we will leave behind, and what to us now is sacred.

The installation builds upon Paiva’s exploration of those elements that are part of ordinary urban cityscapes, 
most specifically Hong Kong, the artist’s home since 2006. The structure’s building blocks, which acutely 
resemble styrofoam boxes, are intrinsic to Hong Kong’s wet markets. Used to carry and store a variety of 
goods, from vegetables to fresh fish and meat, the purpose of these boxes is primarily to serve commercial 
exchanges at market stalls, while their life- span, to both the stall holders and passers- by, is not even a 
consideration: these objects are not worthy of contemplation- their existence is but transient. Interested in 
how we do not contemplate them twice, yet styrofoam ironically can take millions of years to decompose 
and is the cause of white pollution in China, Paiva created an impeccable cast of this object out of stone 
resin and recreated the tape that binds them in shades of coloured oil paint. 

Stacked, one atop the other, the arrangement of boxes mimics the storing and transporting techniques used 
by the Hong Kong vendors; towering walls of styrofoam containers or monolithic structures, treacherously 
tied by a fine rope and balanced atop the back of a bike. Paiva builds this installation, however, with a further 
source of inspiration in mind: those mausoleums of civilizations past, from Angkor Wat in Cambodia to Giza 
in Egypt and Chichen Itza in the Yucatan, Mexico. By arranging these boxes, which are borderline rocks 
because of the materials used, into an imposing cuboidal structure, the structure mimics the austerity of 
these sacred constructions. Furthermore, by integrating a visible entrance in the installation, yet having it 
blocked off to the public viewer, Paiva references how these sites of historical and religious significance 
are closed down to the public, so that their myth is permeated by their imposing exterior form rather than 
revelation of their interior.

As such, Paiva’s installation presents a rich multi-layered allegory for what our current civilization stands 
upon, what it will leave behind and what it considers sacred. Markets are at the base of our existence for 
centuries past, whether it is a stall or the greater picture of where business or commerce is held. What is often 
not looked at twice, indeed what is disregarded, is in fact an essential element in building the cityscapes 
and infrastructures that define our current society and will represent our times in the future. Whereas 
imposing structures used to be created for religious purposes or sacred leaders, imposing architectures are 
in present society constructed for places of commercial exchange or to exist as beacons of culture. Paiva 
thus prompts the viewer to reflect upon the bigger picture of what we as a contemporary society worship, 
while simultaneously urging the viewer to contemplate on a local more focused level what are the building 
blocks of our present.



1979

2006
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Mausoleum, 2016

Acrylic on stone resin modules on
galvanised mild steel structure  



 Cast Away

Orient Foundation, Macau 

09.05.2014 - 07.06.2014



Edouard Malingue Gallery is pleased to announce that João Vasco Paiva (b.1979, Portugal) will be holding 
a solo exhibition Cast Away at the Orient Foundation in Macau. A graduate from the Porto Arts Institute, 
João Vasco Paiva moved to Hong Kong in 2006 and is highly lauded for his practice, which across multiple 
mediums, consistently explores how urban spaces may serve as catalysts for aesthetic production. Cast Away, 
Paiva’s first solo exhibition in Macau, explores the blurred boundary between the archipelago’s urbanised 
territory and its natural surroundings. Taking in account the history of the Orient Foundation, a XVIII century 
house that has historically hosted foreign visitors, as well as Macau and Hong Kong’s colonial pasts, Paiva 
presents in Cast Away a series of works, which across different mediums, present layers and forms of 
inquisitive engagement with the physical, geographical and cultural margins he is himself investigating.

At the heart of the exhibition is a new film, Unlimited (2014), which projected on two screens, presents distant 
images of Google earth and travels across the sea in dialogue with two texts: “Pilgrimage”, a XVIth century 
book that presents an account of the first impressions of Asia by a Portuguese traveller, and “China”, an early 
XXth century book written by Jaime do Inso in the early years of Portugal’s authoritarian regime. Although 
the two books are easily distinguishable by the fictional aspect of the former and the scientific accuracy of 
the latter, in “Unlimited” this difference is blurred; notions of territory, exoticism and mediated veracity are 
explored through a superposition of different layers of history and visual information. An acknowledgement 
to contemporary mapping techniques on the one-hand, the work also serves as a reflection of the areas of 
travel, and the fetish of the unknown; its vastness now quantifiable by a mere digital search yet previously 
not so simply accountable. Accompanying this work is a large-scale installation of a sailboat, which appears 
capsized. Made of fiberglass, the sculpture stands as both a relic of sea-bound travels as well as attests to 
the arrival of foreigners, both on long-term diplomatic stations as well as on short-term missions. Tilted to 
one side so only half of the ship is visible, the sculpture becomes a shelter, lying surrounded by a fictional 
sea created by the printing of Google earth mappings onto a carpeted expanse, a detail that both strikes a 
dialogue with his video work Unlimited and allows the viewer to explore the digitised material at a different 
level and through an alternative medium.

Accompanying these works is a series of paintings and wall sculptures that explore the fabricated spaces 
of travelling – arrival and departure – in which Paiva addresses the textures, signage and other elements 
present in both the vessels and the piers, elements that through an exposure to water reveal beneath them 
coats of time. Other wall sculptures incorporate textured elements from real-life boat safety jackets and 
seats. Amassed, stripped and repurposed, the pieces of plasticised cloth serve as indexes of the travel 
one makes today between the archipelago as well as to Macau. Presented as part of a two-dimensional 
work, the incorporated elements demand a focus on their use and purpose, while in the wider context of 
the exhibition, they serve as triggers for making a connection between contemporary sea travel and those 
modes and methods that have historically taken place. In parallel to these works will be a series, which 
summates the exhibition title; Paiva presents various cast objects, which he collected from the shores of 
his home in Hong Kong. Selected and preserved in clear scintillating resin, the final product presents a 
commentary on that which is shafted versus that which is collected as treasure and also builds a dialogue 
with the important relics held in the historical Orient Foundation where the exhibition is hosted.

Ultimately, the exhibition Cast Away presents a multi-faceted contemplation of not only the site’s urban 
history but also its wider geographical and cultural context. The exhibition prompts a reflection on 
contemporary versus previous travel and from that a wider consideration of previous mapping techniques 
versus contemporary visibility, hinting at a type of evolution without dictating the precise nature of these 
norms. Overall, Cast Away bridges a gap between Paiva’s own arrival in Hong Kong, one’s contemporary 
visitation and our engagement, through modern eyes, with a historically-charged environment.
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Shelter, 2014

Fiberglass sculpture

Approx. 170 x 150 x 120 cm



[Left] Terraforma, 2014

Polyurethane resin on wooden pedestal

40 x 80 x 100 cm

[Right] Clone, 2014 

Dental gypsum on wooden pedestal

40 x 80 x 100 cm



Blindspots, 2014

Polyurethane resin 

120 x 115 cm



Protection, 2014

Stone resin

20 x 30 x 100 cm



Installation View



[Left] Pier I, 2014

Epoxy paint and acrylic on canvas

120 x 150 cm

[Right] Pier II, 2014 

Acrylic on canvas

120 x 120 cm



[Left] Portolan I, 2014

Nylon on wood 

120 x 150 cm

[Middle] Portolan II, 2014 

Nylon on wood

120 x 150 cm

[Right] Portolan III, 2014

Nylon on wood

120 x 120 cm



[Left] Cast Away IV, 2014

Epoxy resin and polyurethane resin

40 x 40 x 100 cm

[Right] Cast Away II, 2014

Epoxy resin and polyurethane resin

40 x 40 x 100 cm



[Left] HKKF II, 2014

Epoxy paint and latex on canvas

91 x 91 cm

[Right] HKKF I, 2014

Epoxy paint and latex on canvas

91 x 91 cm



[Left] Safety / Comfort II, 2014

PVC and nylon

91 x 91 x 10 cm ; 17 x 91 x 10 cm

[Right] Safety / Comfort I, 2014

PVC and nylon

91 x 91 x 10 cm ; 17 x 91 x 10 cm



Unlimited, 2014 

Two channel HD video projection

40 mins
Music by VagusNerve and João Vasco Paiva 

https://vimeo.com/98023781



 Near and Elewhere

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong

28.11.2013 - 03.02.2014



Edouard Malingue Gallery is pleased to present ‘Near and Elsewhere’, a solo exhibition of Hong Kong-based 
artist João Vasco Paiva (b.1979, Portugal) that explores the aesthetic qualities unconsciously-created by 
a city’s public collective. A graduate from the Porto Arts Institute, João Vasco Paiva moved to Hong Kong 
in 2006 to complete a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Media. Upon graduation with distinction in 2008, 
João Vasco Paiva set to create works in multiple mediums, which consistently explore how urban spaces 
may serve as catalysts for aesthetic production. While João Vasco Paiva’s practice is intrinsically tied to 
Hong Kong, his work resounds with dense urban environments around the globe, which he systematically 
documents, analyses, abstracts and reduces to create a codified interpretation that is simultaneously an 
artwork. At the heart of João Vasco Paiva’s practice is thus an interest in finding an order and inner logic to 
urbanity’s intrinsic complexity.

‘Near and Elsewhere’ reconsiders from an aesthetic perspective the objects and entities that metropolitan 
citizens collectively create, form and use to subsequently neglect or discard. From the boarded-up shop 
fronts camouflaged by a collage of ads, to cast-off plexi-glass strips and mark-ridden fences used to prop 
severed wood, João Vasco Paiva examines these detruded objects and considers their geometric qualities. 
By their interaction with multiple individuals, from shop-owners to real estate agents and carpenters, João 
Vasco Paiva remarks how each entity has unconsciously developed a visual quality that extends their value 
beyond their original use. As such, ‘Near and Elsewhere’ presents a series of urban sculptures that are 
inspired by those shapes and objects that have unintentionally amassed an aesthetic output. These are 
complemented by a video, which addresses our progressive desensitising to commercial bombardment.

While created from and inspired by objects amassed in and around Hong Kong, each of the sculptures on 
display are crucially not to be understood as Marcel Duchamp-esque ‘ready-mades’. Indeed, a rigorous 
process of creation has underpinned each structure so that the final result is a distant variant of the original. 
Untitled (Lumberyard Array 3) (2013), for example, is in fact a collected fence that João Vasco Paiva has 
repeatedly cleaned and painted, till the point where their original texture and colour is of the past and 
the only signs of their previous life are the thin cuts cast upon them. Similarly, the plexi-glass structures, 
found in the various corners of the gallery space, present the unwanted debris in a new order where their 
arrangement has been purposely altered to initiate a novel viewing perspective. A Brief Moment in Time I 
(2013) is a wooden board that has been painted in subtle hues of white and beige to express the geometry 
that is created by the piling and layering of ads on shop fronts. Furthermore, the objects that resemble the 
styrofoam boxes used in wet markets are resin-casts, lined with painting tape, while his painting on pulp 
paper is inspired by pipes on the façades of buildings.

In addition to the reconsidered sculptures described above, João Vasco Paiva presents a couple of works 
that introduce further lines of tangential thought. The first are a series of floor sculptures inspired by sidewalk 
concrete guard rails, emphasising the artist’s interest in identifying the aesthetic qualities of the mundane. 
João Vasco Paiva presents this object in a contemplative setting, which elicits reflection on how elements 
that are intrinsic to a city’s infrastructure and functioning are often ignored. The second work also addresses 
ignoral, but of a different kind: that caused by acceptance rather than lack of interest. The video Threshold 
(2013), shot in the commercial and congested areas of Sham Shui Po, Mong Kok and Causeway Bay, shows 
clips of eye-level landscape, blanked of all pieces of text so that all advertising is removed from vision. In 
juxtaposition with the other works in the gallery, the video urges a revelation: that so much of what we see 
is accepted within our periphery of vision, despite being visual pollution, while instead so much of what we 
do not look at twice, actually has aesthetic qualities and is worthy of contemplation.

Overall, ‘Near and Elsewhere’ encourages a thoughtful reconsideration of what we choose to see and how we 
interact with it. Inspired by Marc Augé’s discussion of ‘Non-Places’, João Vasco Paiva addresses, in artistic, 
tangible and visual form, how each person sees things differently: what is of importance to one individual 
is not necessarily to another. João Vasco Paiva thus presents the possibility, that if recast in an alternative 
form, and presented in an alternative setting, our perceptions of significance may be shifted: what was once 
‘near’ may be cast to being ‘elsewhere’, and vice-versa.



João Vasco Paiva, b.1979, Portugal) (Near 
and Elsewhere) 

Porto Arts Institute 2006 2008

Untitled (Lumberyard Array 
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A Brief Moment in Time I, 2013

Oil on wooden board

178 x 154.6 x 3.5 cm



[Left] A Brief Moment in Time II, 2013

Oil on wooden board

144 x 95.5 x 3.5 cm

[Right] A Brief Moment in Time III, 2013

Oil on wooden board

183 x 170 x 3.8 cm
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Untitled (Lumberyard Array 3), 2013

Latex on wood, steel base

121 x 4.5 x 5 cm



Untitled (Lumberyard Array 2), 2013

Latex on wood, steel base

117.2 x 23.3 x 6 cm



Untitled (Corner), 2013

Dental stone gypsum

Dimensions variable



Translucent Debris, 2013

Acrylic panels

18 x 22 cm



Installation View



Untitled (from the Wanchai Market 2), 2013

Oil on stone resin

60 x 44 x 35 cm



Translucent Debris, 2013

Acrylic panels

15.2 x 39.5 x 60 cm



Installation View



[Top] Pipes for Stella 1T4, 2013

Ink on pulp paper

81 x 73 cm

[Bottom] Pipes for Stella 3T3, 2013

Ink on pulp paper

81 x 73 cm



Untitled (Shore), 2013

Dental stone gypsum

120 x 30 x 30 cm



Untitled (From the Wanchai Market 1); Untitled (From the Wanchai Market 3), 2013

Oil on stone resin

60 x 44 x 35 cm



Installation View



Threshold, 2013

Video

3 mins 27 secs

https://vimeo.com/97916986



 Objects Encrypted  

Goethe Institut, Hong Kong

20.05.2014 - 08.06.2013



João Vasco Paiva’s solo exhibition Objects Encrypted provides a survey of uninhabited spaces, such as 
back-alleys and parking lots, which are found in highly dense urban spaces, such as Hong Kong, Paiva’s 
home since 2006. The body of work exhibited builds and develops on Paiva’s core systematic process of 
documenting, analysing, abstracting and reducing what he sees around him to create a codified interpretation 
that is simultaneously an artwork.

The process behind Paiva’s new body of work exhibited in Objects Encrypted is one of research, observation 
and collection: he surveys where obscure annexes are located in Hong Kong; looks closely at these spaces, 
observing in particular their signage, textures as well as their materials of construction; then collects these 
various intrinsic structural qualities. What has been produced is a series of works that transplants the mundane 
and fuses the aesthetics of the street - not the bustling spaces one usually associates Hong Kong with - but 
rather those more secretive and annexed parts. Indeed, Paiva presents the key visual characteristics of areas 
that we might otherwise have never looked at and quite possibly forgo en: empty space in Hong Kong is 
never long-lasting, rentability being priori sed over abandon.

Paiva’s interest in the architecturally ordinary is not a superficial survey though; rather, it is a very focused 
investigation into the core constituents that make up this dense metropolis’ alter-areas. Indeed, Paiva 
takes a nearly geological interest in the range of aleatory construction alloys used,  finely dissecting their 
intricate designs and inherent decay. The result is a well-informed and detailed extrapolation rather than a 
mere general impression of these sites. For example, in the series Archetypes for Tar and Concrete, Paiva 
wandered through back-alleys and parking lots looking for interesting textures to cast. The product is a 
series of wall pieces, made of encrypted silicone, placed alongside aluminium structures that are arranged 
according to the semi-random arrangement of posters, signage, pipes and metal structures found in these 
under-looked places of the city.

There is, however, a further angle to Paiva’s work; by bringing these artworks into the Goethe Ins tut Hong 
Kong he investigates what happens when you transplant the ru an into a clean, bright and hermetic space: 
a place that is not uninhabited, out of people’s tracks, but rather a purposeful des na on for observation. The 
transplant and its consequences cannot be ignored: the objects seem out of place, there is a breakdown 
of barriers between the outside and the in and there is a mounting tension between the solely functional 
components and the crafted interior design. This body of work therefore goes beyond the process of 
collecting and creating, and addresses the antagonism of locations.



João Vasco Paiva 5 20 6 8
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Objects Encrypted

Archetypes for Tar and Concrete
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Archetypes for Tar and Concrete March Road II, 2013

Oil paint on silicone on aluminum frame

18 x 15 cm



Archetypes for Tar and Concrete Back Alley Excess, 2013

Oil paint on silicone on aluminum frame

13 x 13 cm



[Left] Annex 1, 2013

Acrylic on dental stone gypsum

Variable dimensions

[Right] Annex 2, 2013

Acrylic on dental stone gypsum
 

Variable dimensions



Hong Kong-based Portuguese artist João Vasco Paiva addresses the “non-places” of the city as proposed 
by anthropologist Marc Augé. These locations often of a purely functional purpose, such as Hong Kong’s 
MTR stations, parking lots, and the backs of high-rise buildings, are taken for granted by local residents, 
but have captured the attention of the artist.

“I wonder how these places can become landmarks,” says Paiva whose current exhibition “Objects 
Encrypted” is presented by Edouard Malingue Gallery at the Goethe Institut Hong Kong until June 8. “The 
keyword to everything I’m doing is framing. It’s calling people’s attention to it.”

The exhibition contrasts the institutional space against the neglected urban space. A series of small-scale 
works feature plaster casts of the texture of concrete pavements and tar-covered roads found in back 
alleys near his studio in Wanchai. These textures are further explored in monochrome sculptures that 
juxtapose the castings with sharp edges that are machine-cut by software that Paiva designed to mimic 
natural erosion. Site-specific work has also been created, taking inspiration from the ceiling structure of 
the Hong Kong Arts Centre building that houses the Goethe Institute Hong Kong.

We chat with Paiva at his studio about the aesthetics of decay, framing the mundane, and private versus 
public space in Hong Kong.

AI: Artinfo
JVP: João Vasco Paiva

AI: What places in Hong Kong did you explore for this new series of works?

JVP: I’m basically confronting two different places, the institutional place where the show is going to be, 
and at other spaces actually in the streets behind here in Wanchai in the alleys, they are like a backstage, 
not designed for people to go into. Mostly they are not planned which means what happens in those 
places in visual terms is pretty random. It’s a global act of many individuals doing things to these places.

For example there’s a couple of underground parking lots here on Lockhart Road. Many people don’t drive 
and choose to see these places only from the outside and we assume that we know what is inside. I think 
these places have aesthetic value and I wonder how can they actually become a landmark, because they 
do say a lot about this decade, but they are o en ignored because they are merely functional.

ARTINFO INTERVIEW
21 May 2013

For this show, the organisation of the exhibit is mimicking or mocking the organisation of the pipes in the 
alleys. There are some small pieces that are displayed on the walls of the gallery according to the order 
and structure of how they are seen on the street, which is pretty random. For example when you see those 
forbidden signs near an escalator you see a sign telling you to hold onto the handrail then a no smoking 
sign then a no eating sign. They have a certain arrangement that may not have any aesthetic purpose but 
in the end there is composition structure that can be explored.
I’m transplanting all these things into the gallery space but this transplanting has implications. I’m 
not doing an exhibition of found objects, there is a process and this transplant cannot be something 
accidental.

AI: Can you tell us about the site-specific sculptures?

JVP: There are a number of sculptures based on the ceiling of the Hong Kong Arts Centre, which look like 
an isometric grid, with all these triangles. I’m casting these triangular shapes and transforming them into 
sculptures that also take properties from concrete blocks that you see on the street.

AI: How does the so ware that makes random cuts mimicking natural erosion continue your examination of 
neglected spaces?

JVP: There is a very interesting thing about ruins. We like ruins because it shows us there was this 
civilisation, we like it even more because there is  me that goes through things, and that gives us a sense 
of something that is bigger than us, that was here longer than us. Here in Hong Kong you see a lot of 
places that already have all these elements of decay that were created by  me.

Go to Hollywood Road and see these wall trees jumping out of the concrete, or on Lamma Island where 
I live there are cement paths throughout the island but nature is always coming in, making breaks in the 
cement, breaking it up with all these cracks. This is the kind of aesthetic I’m interested in.

My way to perceive this besides the castings is through so ware that cuts sharp geometric lines. So there 
is a very big contrast between the shapes the plaster casts create and the cuts made by the so ware. I 
think this is the contrast you see in a broken temple in Greece.
It’s this sense of when it comes to creating objects, creating art, how can we let this get out of our control, 
how can this be made by a series of elements, such as  me and weather and a group of people who 
collectively add to it.

AI: It seems to be quite a dispassionate examination of the human experience in the urban world. Are you 
directly interested in people?

JVP: My interest in people comes from this interest of what people create and the place that people 
inhabit, rather than talking about people’s experience, which could be pretentious, because who am I to 
talk about other people?

There are people here that I see everyday and I know exactly what they do. I’m interested in the space 
that designs their lives. There is a lack of private space in Hong Kong and people’s lives are mostly on the 
streets. People very easily change the streets, they do things to the streets. It reclaims the street and the 
public space as their own, it’s a very strong intervention.
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 Palimpseptic

Saamlung Gallery, Hong Kong, 2011;
Saatchi Gallery, London, 2012;

ArtisTree, Hong Kong, 2013

Saamlung Gallery 2011;
2012;

ArtisTree, 2013



“This presentation introduces a body of work developed in order to confront both the architecture of the 
space and its environment in the disconcertingly banal office buildings of downtown Central. Beginning 
from the perspective of the non-spaces manifested in such areas and particularly in public infrastructure 
like that of mass transit, the artist empties his world of information and specificity, abstracting visual material 
into little more than shape, color, and tactile experience.

The exhibition centers on a set of turnstiles — nearly identical to those found at the entrances and exits 
to every subway or other mass transit station — modulated to resemble a minimalist sculpture. Here, the 
arms of the wheel spin away to a loud and constant clicking, seemingly propelled by the phantoms of the 
anonymous users who pass through such sterile spaces on a daily basis.

These objects do indeed move in time to the flow of passengers during rush hour, but it is perhaps the sense 
of naked violence that accompanies their sheer emptiness that most excites. Paiva collapses information 
onto its original physical carrier, implying through its autonomous movement that the thing itself knows 
something more than it should.

Accompanying this major installation is a suite of process-based abstract two - dimensional objects also 
associated with Paiva’s linguistic experiments in the mass transit system. In this case, he has collected 
as source material the maps, diagrams, signs, and wayfinding aids that codify the flow of bodies through 
the rail system in Hong Kong, known as the MTR, and emptied them of any representational or symbolic 
information. Letters, numbers, and other recognizable signifiers all disappear, leaving behind simple color 
fields that forefront a rather different set of information, doing so primarily through formal and aesthetic 
concerns.

A set of videos, such as Convergence, also included in the exhibition similarly allows the absent human to 
appear only in the form of a negative trace: organic forms in block colors move across the screen, generally 
from bottom to top across an empty  field. Although the content is largely illegible, these shapes — appearing 
at times singly but typically in large agglomerations of failing lines and moving corners — are actually 
based on digital models created by observing crowds emerging from and entering the exits of mass transit 
stations. For Paiva the human is a less provocative category than the tools and codes that define it; as such, 
here it is the parallel between architecture and algorithm that results in an intense and fascinating visual 
experience.”

– Robin Peckham, curator



Installation View, Saamlung Gallery, Hong Kong, 2011
 Saamlung Gallery, , 2011;



Installation View, Saamlung Gallery, Hong Kong, 2011
 Saamlung Gallery, , 2011;



Convergence, 2011

Animation, monitor on stainless steel stand

5 mins

https://vimeo.com/97919782



Forced Empathy

Experimenta, Hong Kong, 2011; 
Sharjah Foundation, United Arab Emirates, 2012; 

ArtisTree, Hong Kong, 2013

Experimenta, 2011
Sharjah Foundation, 2012

ArtisTree 2013



Forced Empathy: Anchored Monument 1 (2011) is a project that demonstrates João Vasco Paiva’s rigorous 
process of isolating and deconstructing the elements that make-up a particular scene and how he 
subsequently reconsiders them in order to construct a new set of artistic entities. Forced Empathy in 
particular consists of a single-channel video, a kinetic sculpture and a series of prints. The linchpin of the 
entire project is the film, which captures an isolated single view of Hong Kong harbour framed by water and 
indistinct high-rise buildings with a yellow buoy as the clip’s central stationary protagonist. Indeed, as the  
de passes and the harbour-scape sways to the mo ons of transient traffic, the buoy - or ‘monument’ as the  
title would suggest - remains transfixed, unsympathetic to the changes around it. From here, Paiva analysed 
the frequency of  dal change, the restrained movement of the buoy and the ratio of water to sky and land, to 
assemble, across several mediums, artworks that express and exemplify his sensory deconstructions.

Forced Empathy combines Paiva’s skills across various mediums. The  lm, created using a stationary camera, 
was specifically computerised to generate the primary  filmic object: the stationary buoy. Indeed, the central 
object was “forced” to remain stable and equidistant from all edges of the frame, such that the background 
environment inversely adopts the motion of the floating platform and takes on the role of visual noise”1 . 
The result is a combination of mesmerisation and confusion as the viewer  finds himself transplanted into 
the position of the buoy, yet with the perspective and logical understanding that the surroundings should 
be static rather than oscillatory. The movement, or what were the mo ons of the buoy, however, are not lost. 
Rather, Paiva has translated them to animate another object, the wooden kinetic sculpture, which emulates 
in form the harbour buoy. Positioned alongside and in juxtaposition to the  lm, Paiva constructs a sort of 
inverse parallelism between the moving image and the viewer’s surrounding space.

Adjacent to this apposition are a set of prints. One is an encryption of the movements of the kine c buoy 
and thereby the tangential sequences of the sea in Paiva’s  film. The second is a reductionist image, an 
abstraction of the harbour background that breaks down the colour pale e of the  lm’s main frames to two 
shades of teal-blue and grey that represent the sea and the sky, respectively. Through these prints Paiva 
visualises what we have experienced, and expresses in codified form, without the need for sound or text, 
the observations he has made from analysing the scene surrounding an element that is often passed by and 
jostled rather than isolated for study.

1 Robin Peckham, A New Documentation, Digicult, December 2011

(http://www.digicult.it/digimag/issue-069/a-new-documentation-an-interview-to-joao-vasco-paiva/ )



Forced Empathy, 2011

Video Still

7 mins 29 secs

https://vimeo.com/98206619



Forced Empathy Score, 2011

C-print on canvas
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Anchored Monument I, 2011

Balsa wood kinetic sculpture

Variable dimensions



Harbour View, 2011

C-print on canvas
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